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Thispaper discusses and compares the aspects of CMOS and CCD 

sensors. The CMOS and CCD sensors play auseful role in capturing 
and transmitting images. The rolling shutter is used in CMOS sensor 

whereas the CCD sensor uses theglobal sensor to obtain information. 

CMOS sensor has many advantages over CCD sensor including 

simplicity and cost.There is certain inbuilt circuitry in both the sensors 

for simplification when processing part is taken into consideration. The 

future technology in development regarding organic CMOS sensors 

and its working given by developers Panasonic and Fuji is elaborated in 

the paper. 
 Copy Right, IJAR, 2016,All rights reserved. 
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Introduction:- 
CMOS SENSOR: 
CMOS stands for Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor, which actually refers to the process for making 

CMOS sensors. The term for what we call CMOS sensors in the tech world is actually APS or Active Pixel Sensor. 

 
Fig. 1:- CMOS SENSOR CHIP 

CCD SENSORS:- 

CCD stands for Charge Coupled Device, and unlike the APS sensors, the pixels in a CCD store their charge until it 

has been depleted. 

 
Fig. 2:- CCD SENSOR CHIP 
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General Idea of Working:- 

CMOS Sensor:- 

Active Pixel Sensors read all of their pixels linearly from top left to bottom right while the shutter is open. The 

pixels don’t store any charge, they simply read how much light is hitting that pixel at the exact moment and convert 

that into an electrical signal. A rolling shutter (as opposed to a global shutter) is always active and “rolling” through 

pixels from top to bottom. This can result in the now-familiar motion artifacts often referred to as “jello.” 

 

CCD sensors:- 

The pixels in a CCD store their charge until it has been depleted. A camera that has a CCD sensor almost always 

also has a shutter system, which can be electronic or mechanical. While this shutter system is “closed” (or off) the 

pixels can still be read because they store their charges. While the shutter is open, the sensor is collecting light, and 

after the shutter closes, the AFE (Analog Front End) reads the pixel charges one by one, dumps any excess charge, 

and gets the pixels ready for the next frame. In another word, the CCD captures the entire image at the same time 

and then reads the information after the capture is completed, rather than reading top to bottom during the exposure. 

Because it captures everything at once, the shutter is considered “global”. The result is an image with no motion 

artifacts. 

 
Fig 3:- IMAGE PATH OF CCD AND CMOS SENSOR 

 

Difference BetweenCmos Sensor Image And Ccd Sensor Image Of Object In Motion. 

 
Fig 4:- CCD(GLOBAL SHUTTER) IMAGE 

AND CMOS(ROLLING SHUTTER) IMAGE 

 

The CCD SENSOR image that has GLOBAL shutter captures the image at once when theshutter is mechanically or 

electronically opened. This image is stored in as charge and the entire image is captured still. 

 

The CMOS SENSOR image that has ROLLING shutter, captures, reads and process the image simultaneously. As 

the object in the image is in motion, we get resultant image blurred type. (jello type) 
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Inbuiltcircuitry:- 

CMOS sensor:- 

Most CMOS sensors have image processing functions within the sensor circuitry. Many CMOS sensors have built-

in functionally like signal amplification, noise reduction, and some even do the analog to digital conversion right 

there on the sensor. Programming the firmware for a CMOS sensor is much easier than programming for a CCD. 

 

CCD sensor:- 

CCD sensors are double layered and transfer their charges from one layer to the next before the read-out is 

conducted. It’s almost like two sensors sandwiched together.With a CCD you must not only drive the sensor, but 

also setup a separate read time, shutter times, and an excess charge dump time. It has many more clocks running and 

they all must be synchronized, and not just once, but for every frame rate and every shutter speed / angle! 

 
Fig. 5:- CCD & CMOS LAYOUT OF CIRCUIT 

 

Advantages of CMOS and CCD sensors:- 
CMOS sensor:- 

1.In CCD it has many more clocks running and they all must be synchronized, and not just once, but for every frame 

rate and every shutter speed / angle!This also explains why CMOS sensors can have higher frame rates too, as a 

CMOS sensor can just keep reading images in an ever faster loop, whereas CCD sensors must stop to read the pixels 

and dump the excess charges. 

 

2.The manufacturing process for creating CCD sensor is very complicated and often results in a significant portion 

of manufactured sensors having errors, so they must be checked very carefully at the factory level.APS / CMOS 

sensors require less specialized manufacturing and because of this often cost a fraction of the price of CCD sensors 

of the same size. A CMOS sensor of a similar size to the CCD inside the D16 costs 4 times less than CCD sensor. 

 
3.The pixels that are next to each other on CCD sensors effect each other. When one pixel overflows with theenergy 

it, effects the pixels around it. The pixels work together as a unit, much the way chemicals on a film plane do. We 

believe this gives the sensor a more organic look. This makes CMOS sensors more efficient, more accurate, less 

complex then CCD sensor. 
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CCD sensor:- 

CCD technology is reliable and produces images that are precise and steady. 

 
Fig. 6:- KODAK TRUESENSE CMOS SENSOR CHIPS(VARIOUS SIZES) 

 

Applications ofCCDand CMOS Sensors:- 
Although CCDs are not the only technology to allow for light detection, CCD image sensors are widely used in 

professional, medical, and scientific applications where high-quality image data is required. In applications where a 

somewhat lower quality can be tolerated, such as webcams, cheaper active pixel sensors (CMOS) are generally 

used.CCD sensors might not be necessary for all applications, for cameras like ours that needs stable motion and the 

utmost clarity, there is no substitute. 

 

CCD sensors:- 

1. PROFFESTIONAL DSC 

2. MOTION ANALYSIS 

3. LOW POWER SPACE APPS 
4. MEDICAL (A.RADIOLOGY B.DIGITAL ENDOSCOPY) 

 

CMOS sensors:- 

1. BIOMETRICS 

2. OPTICAL MOUSE 

3. WEBCAM 

4. BAR CODE READER 

5. AUTOMOTIVE 

6. CONSUMER ESC 

 

Image Sensor Technical Migration 

 
Fig. 7:- image sensor technical migration 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Webcam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Active_pixel_sensor
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Because of the lower cost and ease of use of CMOS sensors, they have taken over the consumer imaging market, 

even if the images these sensors create can be wobbly and unclear. Since 2009, the market share for CCDs has been 

declining steadily as CMOS sensors have popped up in almost all of our personal devices, from cell phones and 

computers to back up cameras in your car. 

 
Fig. 8:- Supply ofCMOSAndCCD Comparison 

Future Technology:- 

Panasonic & Fuji Developed Worlds First Organic Sensor 

Big news from Fuji and Panasonic! It appears that standard CMOS sensors may soon be replaced by the companies' 

joint innovative product: the organic CMOS. As slrlounge.com reports: 

 
Fuji and Panasonic just revealed in a joint press release that they have been working on the world’s first organic 

CMOS sensor that promises the industry’s highest dynamic range of 88db signal-to-noise ratio for CMOS sensor. 

This prevents highlight clipping and improves thesignal to noise ratio especially in low light. By comparison, the 

current king of dynamic range, the Nikon D800E, has a dynamic range of 46dB. 

 

What is the difference actually? Fuji and Panasonic representatives inform in the press release: 

In the latest collaboration, Fujifilm and Panasonic have combined Fujifilm’s organic photoelectric conversion layer 

technology with Panasonic’s semiconductor device technology to jointly develop an organic CMOS image sensor 

that outperforms conventional image sensors. 

 

 
Fig 9:- ORGANIC CMOS WORKING 
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As a result, the sensor is thinner and the microlenses incident light angle increases to 60 degrees. Another advantage 

is agreater light receiving surface - organic CMOS utilizes 100% of light, while the standard sensors' intake is 

limited due to circuitry built around each pixel. 

 
Fig. 10:- Image Sensor Pixel 

The new sensor has already undergone some test, which confirmed its great potential for future application in 

cameras (via slrlounge.com): 
The sensor technology has cleared reliability tests involving the application of stress such as temperature, humidity, 

electrical voltage and light, paving the way for the use of the organic CMOS image sensor in a wide range of 

applications 

 

To sum up, the new organic CMOS characteristics include: 

• Industry’s highest dynamic range of 88dB 

• 1.2 times higher sensitivity than conventional sensors 

• Range of incident angle expanded to 60 degrees for faithful color reproduction 

• Higher reliability for broader applications 

 

Conclusion:- 
Choosing the correct imager for an application has never been a simple task. Varied applications have varied 

requirements. These requirements impose constraints that affect performance and price. With these complexities at 

play, it is not surprising that it is impossible to make a general statement about CMOS versus CCD imagers that 

applies to all applications. 

 

CMOS area and line scan imagers outperform CCDs in most visible imaging applications. TDI CCDs, used for high 

speed, low light level applications, outperform CMOS TDIs. The need to image in the NIR can make CCDs a better 
choice for some area and line scan applications. To image in the UV, the surface treatment after backside thinning is 

key, as is the global shutter requirement. The need for very low noise introduces new constraints, with CMOS 

generally still outperforming CCDs at high readout speeds. The price-performance trade-off can favor either CCD or 

CMOS imagers, depending on leverage, volume, and supply security. 

 

The CMOS SENSOR is very low cost, power efficient and very reliable SENSOR. 

CCD SENSOR is costly, complex but very useful in obtaining ahigh-quality image. 
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